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BRAIN REJUVENATION

As you most likely know, you are not your body,  you have a body!  And that body brings lots of
pleasure and at times discomfort.  Things go wrong and as a result the energies of the body can
really get mixed up.

Everything in life has its own energy signature and energy field, so does your body and the parts
of your body.  When the body part is working properly it has positive energy and conversely
negative energy when in a state of dysfunction.  Your body controls its functions through the
Autonomic (self-governing) Nerve System.

There are several parts to the structure of the brain.  The brain, like all parts of the body, is
affected by traumas and stresses such as chemicals, metals, altered food, infections and more.
You can look at your brain like a wonderful computer that coordinates the functions of the body.
Just like a computer things can become “fragmented”, out of sync and just cause things to not
process right or optimally.

Our Brain Rejuvenation process is for that.  To get the energies of the parts working well.

The Bio-Resonators that we place in the headband are designed to “emit”  a specific energy (or
combination of energies), and transmit a desired signal that the innate intelligence of your body
understands.

This signal is designed to initiate an “unwinding” of the brain circuits as requested by the body
during our evaluation.

During the process the innate intelligence of the body will cause it to now go to work to
self-correct and unwind the postural and neurological imbalances while simultaneously emitting
beneficial energies.

It feels great again when all the parts are in sync!!!!  Reports from our patients have been great
with several varieties of wins!



When we learn to trust our Inner guidance system we will begin to really heal!


